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Southwest Service Area Master Plan 
CAC # 14 (August 19, 2019) Hopes and Concerns 
Post-it Note Exercise Feedback on Revised Concepts 
 
This document is a compilation of the public feedback received during the Southwest Service 
Area Community Advisory Committee meeting #14, held at kenwood Community Center on 
August 19, 2019. Feedback was collected through an exercise using post it notes, which were 
organized by sentiment (hopes or concerns).  
 
Please note that this document offers a summary of what was collected and is not necessarily a 
list of every individual comment provided. The views, thoughts, and opinions expressed in the 
text belong solely to those members of the public who submitted them and do not necessarily 
reflect the view of the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board.  
 
Kenwood Park 
Hopes 

• Hope that pickleball is placed somewhere where it won’t be a disturbance to neighbors; 
use natural buffers to mitigate noise.  

• Preserve habitat (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 
• Hope for basketball at Kenwood Park 
• Hope for no trees cut in Kenwood park, no change, no interpretive walks, no concrete 

(Echoed in 1 additional comment about no change to the park) 
o Hope that all trees are kept in Kenwood park 

• Hope to not cram everything into Kenwood—all parks do not have to be all things to 
everyone. Residents will go to different parks to access different activities  

• Hope that planning will consider ALL residents from small children to retirees; everyone 
needs opportunities to engage parks in a quiet and contemplative way 

o Hope for the consideration for the fact that Kenwood is close to Lake of the Isles 
where there is a lot of activity; this park should be retained as a quiet refuge for 
that reason 

o Hope that Kenwood park will be kept a peaceful green space 
o Hope to keep open space on top of the hill, a quiet place in the city, a rarity with 

old trees 
• Hope for improving the public education of climate change and environmental 

stewardship 
• Hope that tennis courts are maintained 
• Hope to see an increase in natural vegetation (no basketball or pickleball) 
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• Hope to see a mountain bike training course at Kenwood, whose terrain promotes the 
idea of mountain biking 

• Hope to see a group of 8 pickleball courts with parking 
o Would like to see pickleball not shared with tennis courts 
o Conversely: Hope for no pickleball courts (can have tennis courts with lines), no 

parking 
• Hopes that parks and schools should work together—share resources such as basketball 

at Kenwood school 
• Hopes to see more facilities for young kids 

o Hope for a water pad/splash features area in the summer (easy maintenance, 
water pipe is already run through here) 

Concerns 
• Concerned that several of the suggested amenities at this park appear to be “wish list” 

requests but may not be sustainable in terms of interest, park budget, and maintenance 
(specifically worried about mountain bike trails, interpretive trail, volleyball and disc 
golf) 

• Concerned about overspending at this park 
• Concerns about catering to special interest groups instead of the greater good. 

o Proposals with sand volleyball and disc golf are not supported per results form 
neighborhood survey of Kenwood residents 

• Concerned about the proposed increase of impermeable surfaces.  
• Concerned about where water retention ponds will be located as we have increased 

precipitation? 
• Concerned about increased area traffic 
• Concerned about increase in construction waste 
• Concern about why an additional sidewalk would be added in the park when there is a 

public sidewalk? Wouldn’t want a path in the park to preserve the natural feel (Echoed 
in an additional comment) 

o Concerned that hilltop field is used for soccer, ultimate frisbee, and football.  A 
path would endanger players and wreck that field. 

o If paths are added what about the consideration of crushed limestone instead of 
bituminous as in Hennepin County Trail in Hopkins and Minnetonka 

o Concerned that if the path is going to be ADA accessible, depending on the slope 
the trail may need to be zig-zagged, taking up more space.  

o Concerned that mowing costs will increase if you add in unnecessary walking 
paths, mowing won’t be faster it will be slower 

• Concerned about the lack of specificity on how many trees will be removed in Kenwood 
Park  

o Concerned about any tree removal, related to soil erosion and flooding 
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• Concern about paving over our park for fields and courts that cause loss of habitat and 
green space 

o Concerned about losing natural area to pavement and sports that drive out 
wildlife and quiet (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

• Concerned that there are disc golfers that already use the area 
o No frisbee golf, greenspace will serve EVERYONE 

• Concerned that basketball courts will have to have fences to prevent balls from 
bouncing around 

•  

Kenwood Parkway 
Concerns 

• Concerned about the safety of the trail proposed along Logan; parking right next to a 
bike path means risks with opening doors.  

• Concerned about congestion increase in the area 
• Concern about the effect on lakes, wildlife, and air with more traffic 
• Concerned about the cost of maintenance and the tax increases that will be required 
• Concerned about crime 

Potential Parks 
West Calhoun Bus Layover Park 

• Children need a new park in West Calhoun (Bus Layover Park). A small playground park 
to serve the growing number of minorities and underserved families in the area 

Stevens Square 
• Concern about forcing a neighborhood park in a very densely populated neighborhood 

to add amenities that will make it a DESTINATION park without full and environmental 
and traffic studies to identify impacts; Southwest CAC should consider desired amenities 
that are already provided in short walkable distances outside of the southwest 
boundaries 

• Hope to preserve the only remaining community garden at 1809 LaSalle Ave, it’s now 
city property 

• Hope to see green space and mature trees are preserved 
• Would not like a full basketball court 
• Hope to change drinking fountain 
• Hope for native plantings 
• Hope for better sidewalk/path maintenance, especially for walkability in winter 

 

Lyndale Farmstead Park 
Hopes 

• No more concrete installed, need grass and trees, make the park more pastoral.  
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• Hope: Remember our park space is limited due to HUGE Park Board building, and big 
equipment trucks 

• If a full basketball court is installed, I hope it is put in a place where it will have the least 
impact on neighbors (Like on Dupont by the cemetery) 

Concerns 
• Concerned about full basketball court. There were many problems in the 1980s, which is 

why it was removed. 
o The plan for a full-size basketball court would be bad for our neighborhood—we 

already have lots of noise and activity 
• NO TO THE BIKE PATH 

The Mall 
Hopes 

• Hope that the climate discussion will include more than just tree preservation 
o Concerned that climate change is only being discussed as “plant and retain 

trees” and not “support less driving” 
• Hope to leave that park as is for parking and trees 

o Hope that the Mall is left unchanged (Echoed in 13 additional comments) 
o Hope that the Mall continues to be a quiet refuge for the Neighborhood (echoed 

in 8 additional comments) 
o Hope that the Mall is an oasis not a play area 

• Hope for more benches and shade (Echoed in 2 additional comment) 
• Hope to fix the roads 
• Hope for tree preservation (esp. mature trees) and gardens along the greenway and the 

Mall (Echoed in 11 additional comments) 
o Hope to see additional trees and raised perennial beds 
o Hope for community garden option 

• Hope to see the sensitive ecosystem at the Mall increasingly considered in the planning 
process 

• Hope for the consideration of who will be using the improved spaces; will they need 
parking? Bike racks? Pedestrian crossings, etc.? 

o Consider long range planning that will impact the Mall—trolley line, greenway, 
housing, traffic, PARKING (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

o Consider density of area 
o Interesting that there is an emphasis on decreasing the number of cars when 

Metro Transit is considering eliminating the stops on 25th and Hennepin 
o Please keep the original park history in mind 

• Hope for improved sidewalk grading and drainage to mitigate large and dangerous 
puddles 
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• Hope for increased safety: keep the area open for people to walk through (Echoed in 3 
additional comments) 

• Hope all parking is removed from the Mall, activate the space, make it a park more than 
a parking lot 

o Parkland should not be focused on parking for cars but parks for people! 
o Hopes that if parking spots are retained along the Mall that meters are installed, 

and people are charged for parking (Echoed in 3 additional comments) 
o Hope that all parking is removed from the Mall as well as the rest of MPRB land, 

except for handicapped parking, MPRB staff parking and a 5 minute unloading 
zone of some sort 

• Hope for more field space in the neighborhood, access to volleyball closer than Bde 
Maka Ska or Theodore Wirth 

• A small area next to library would be nice and wouldn’t interfere with people walking 
through the space 

• Hope that you only listen to what residents want, not what people who don’t live in the 
area (Echoed in 5 additional comment) 

o Hope the CAC will recommend the concept with NONE of the proposed changes 
(Echoed in 3 additional comments) 

Concerns 
• Concern that basketball and paths will eliminate trees and green space1 (Echoed in 7 

additional comments) 

o Concern that tree removal would remove the Hennepin Ave “sound buffer” 
o Concerned that there is a storm water BMP in at 28th and Humboldt that would 

be disturbed 
o Beach volleyball should be on Bde Maka Ska where the other pits are or next to 

lagoon 
o Concern that the MPRB is proposing taking more from the planet and animals, 

focusing on “human fun” and not on “earth needs” 
• Concern that volleyball, basketball and sports themed courts are taking over the city 
• Concerns about the loss of mature trees and green space/ any disturbance to ecosystem  

(Echoed in 7 other comments) 
• Concern about the accessibility of the area: I am legally blind and need the Mall to be 

able to walk to Lunds, the bank, library, etc.  
• Concerned about loss of access to library (parking, drop off zone, etc.) 
• Concerns about parking (Echoed in 35 additional comments) 

o Loss of parking will create problems for residents, visitors, merchants and lake 
users (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

                                                           
1 It should be noted that the proposed design for the Mall does not include basketball courts or additional walking 
paths. 
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o Concerned that taking away parking will take a huge hit on property value 
(Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

o Concern that more housing is being built with insufficient parking 
o Removing parking from the Mall will crowd residential parking on surrounding 

streets 
o The park would bring in more people, taking away parking for residents (Echoed 

in 8 additional comments) 
o If parking is removed there needs to be increased security at the Public Transit 

Station 
o How will removing parking affect snow emergencies? —Concern that there will 

be problems for winter traffic and snow removal 
o If East/West traffic is eliminated please have traffic lights on Lagoon and Lake to 

maintain safety 
o If traffic is removed arrange for the private use of parkland via residential park 

permits for addresses within two blocks 
• Concern that the conversation about the Mall is too focused on parking and immediate 

neighbors of the park even though parks are meant to serve people, not cars, and not 
just direct neighbors 

• Safety concerns, if this area is changed to be more open, how will the area be 
supervised/policed after park hours 

• Concerns about the removal of the roadway (Echoed in 3 additional comments) 
o Concerns about changed to traffic flow 
o Emergency vehicles need road access all the way up and down the mall 
o NO to closing off Humboldt and Irving2 
o Desire to see tow-way traffic retained on the entire length of the Mall 

• Concerns about noise pollution and general congestion increases (Echoed in 7 additional 
comments) 

o Concerns about the loss of quiet space; the park is used by older people who 
want quiet (Echoed in 2 additional comment) 

o Concerns that additional visitors to the neighborhood around the Mall will be 
noisy (will especially impact those who work alternate schedules/work from 
home) 

o Majority of park proposals are for activities and recreation; in order to 
serve/provide places for ALL people, please consider promoting more places for 
residents to engage in clam, peaceful gathering to enhance mental and 
emotional wellbeing. Not all people can participate in active recreation, but need 
calm, shady, peaceful areas 

• Concerns that loitering in the Mall will get worse than it already is 

                                                           
2 It should be noted that no elimination of any North/South bound streets is proposed in the concept design for 
the Mall 
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o Concerned people from bars will sleep and camp in the Mall area, there will be 
more vagrants/homeless encampments 

• Concern that constructing volleyball courts isn’t the greatest good that the space at the 
Mall could serve (Echoed in 6 additional comment) 

o Mall sand volleyball will cut down trees, increase traffic/noise, reduce green 
space which means the MPRB is not adhering to its mission statement to 
maintain preserve, and protect natural resources 

o Volleyball courts will create safety issues if balls go out of the courts 
• Concerns that there is no group that called for fields and volleyball 

o Questions about where did the ideas and changes originate? 
o No sand volleyball courts, they aren’t needed for this neighborhood (Echoed in 5 

additional comments) 
• Concerned that sand is a scarce commodity, I love volleyball, but we do not need 

outdoor sand courts, especially in Minnesota’s weather conditions.  
o Concern that volleyball can only be played for a limited time during the year 

while parking is needed year-round (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 
• Concerned about the balance between investing in new amenities v. maintaining 

current assets with a limited budget 
o Concerns from the neighborhood that money had been spent “beautifying” the 

area (tree and garden planting), the proposed changes would make those efforts 
a waste of time and money (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

o Concerned that this would spend tax dollars on changes we don’t want and that 
definitely won’t be used (Echoed in 1 additional comment) 

o Concerned that the budget does not reflect removal of streets, sidewalks, and 
trees3 

• Concern about how the plantings and additional green space will be maintained 
o Concern about who will keep the sand volleyball courts clean? 

• Concerned that the suggested changes to the mall go against the preferred design that 
resulted from extensive community engagement (Echoed in 2 additional comments) 

• Concerned that the Mall proposal promotes commercial enterprise (Farmers market) 
 

Mueller Park 
Hopes 

• Hope that this is an environmentally sound park 
• Need more trees and plants (Echoed in 4 additional comments) 
• Hope to save the small child play area 

                                                           
3 It should be noted that there has been no formal budget released for the Mall or any of the proposed designs at 
this stage in the planning process. Budget estimations will only be available at the time of creation of the Master 
Plan document 
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• Hope to line the pool 
• Hope for a full basketball court 
• Hope for additional picnic tables 
• Hope for a larger park building at Mueller 
• Hope to keep Mueller park as it is 

Concerns 
• No full court basketball, Mueller is too small of a park, half court is enough (Echoed in 5 

additional comments) 
 
Smith Triangle 

• Keep passive use, a skate park does not represent passive use of the space 

Levin Triangle 
• Keep North end open so people can play ball/frisbee  
• Concerned that over the years the MPRB has planted trees on what would be bases for 

baseball have had to remove this mistake.  
 

Process Related and Other General Comments 
Hopes 

• Hope that the re-building plans for the eatery that burned down on Lake Bde Maka Ska 
are rapidly progressing 

• Hope that neighborhood concerns are taken seriously 
• Hope the MPRB hires people with common sense. Same for city planning, there is too 

much building density 
• Hope that the park board recognizes that less is more! Don’t overdevelop! 
• I hope that I never hear the phrase “neighborhood park” again. I hope the whole city’s 

needs are considered so some neighborhoods can’t opt out of having people in the 
parks 

• I hope that if the park board has a budget to make “enhancements” to parks, I hope the 
funds get diverted to parks in need of repairs plus more quiet green space 

o Hope that the park board increases green spaces or at least better maintains 
those that already exist (Echoed in 2 additional comment) 

o Hope to see the plastic and trash cleaned out of the lakes 
o Focus on saving birds, bats, pollinators, and animals (Echoed in 1 additional 

comment) 
o I hope the MPRB wakes up to the reality of climate change and works to save our 

environment! Density near the lakes will be luxury, expensive, and damage 
ecology (echoed in 1 additional comment) 

o Hope to see organic composting bins and more recycling bins 
o Hope for more community gardening and community agricultural opportunities 
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o Hope for no more hard surface foot paths 
o Hope to see solar lights 

• Hope that Dakota and Ojibwe persons are involved in all park efforts 
• Hope to see sports facilities such as volleyball courts built in wide-open spaces where 

residents don’t have to deal with them 
• Hope for more wheelchair accessible playgrounds and park features (Echoed in 1 

additional comment) 
• Hope for an 8 court dedicated pickleball group somewhere in Southwest Parks 

Concerns 
• Concerned that the MPRB is conducting “business as usual” and not showing any 

leadership to change its paradigm to consider climate change. Save our parks! (Echoed 
in 1 additional comment) 

o Concerned that the MPRB is not protecting pollinators, birds, and other wildlife 
o No mature trees should be removed as a result of the plans proposed by the 

Southwest Service Area Master Plan 
• Concerned that the MPRB is allowing last minute changes to preferred design concepts 

that citizens thought wouldn’t significantly change but are changing 
• Concern that the demographics in the room (average age) isn’t being considered in 

planning 
• Concern that parks won’t be functional if the MPRB is only listening to the concerns of 

property owners who only want pretty spaces to look at 
o Parks should be used, and the demographics of the area need to be considered, 

there is a plethora of reasons why community members are unable to be 
physically present (childcare issues, working multiple jobs, etc.)—concern that 
[those in attendance] are not reflective of the city, parks are public for 
EVERYONE! People use parks in different neighborhoods than where they live. 

o Concern that too much neighborhood focus will only continue to encourage car 
centric choices instead of focusing more broadly on climate change/climate 
resilience 

• Concern that dog parks should be a regional park issue 
• Concerned that there aren’t enough toilets, would like to bring in new composting 

toilets 
• Concerned that there are no present soft surface natural walking paths. Gravel and 

other natural surfaces are healthier for feet! 
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